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1. Downloading the application 
 

To download the IP-INTEGRA ACC application, Users should open the Welcome e-mail and 

either scan the QR codes or click on them. 

 

2. Registering the application 
 

After opening the IP-INTEGRA ACC application, Welcome screen will be displayed. 

 

 

IP-INTEGRA ACC WELCOME SCREEN 
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By pressing the Scan QR Code, a scanner will open. Users will then proceed to scan the QR 

code provided in the Welcome e-mail and the application will be set up automatically. 

 

 

REGISTRATION QR CODE 
 
 

NOTE: If administrator has enabled the 2FA, users will be asked to enter the 6-digits received in 

the second e-mail which will be sent after scanning the QR code.   

 

TWO FACTOR AUTHENTICATION 
 

Alternative way of registering the application is accessing the Welcome e-mail from the mobile 

device and tapping on “Click to register device” button. 
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3. Favorites Screen 
 

After successful verification, Favorites screen will be displayed. By default, no doors are added, 

and Users have the option to mark doors as favorite (process will be described below).  

 

 

FAVORITES SCREEN 
 

 

On the bottom of the screen in navigation bar left from Favorites are Zones, and on right side 

are Settings.  
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4. Zones Screen 
 

By tapping on Zones icon in the navigation bar, all Zones to which user has access will be 

displayed. 

 

 

ACCESSIBLE ZONES 
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By tapping on wanted Zone, all doors assigned to that Zone will be displayed.  

 

 

DOORS WITHIN A ZONE 
 

 

A door can be added to Favorites by tapping the white star icon. Door that is already added to 

Favorites will show their star in green color. 
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5. Settings Screen 
 

Under Settings, User have the option to Use Biometrics. This option adds extra layer of 

security and to open a door, User will be required to scan a fingerprint.  

It is possible to turn Dark Mode on or off from Settings (off by default). 

 

 

SETTINGS 
 
 

Tapping on Help redirect User to IP-INTEGRA website while About will display basic 

information about the app.  

 

By pressing Logout, User will be logged out of the application and their mobile device unlinked 

from their account. 
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6. Ways to open a door 
 

Two ways exist for opening a door while using IP-INTEGRA ACC application: 

 

• Long pressing the door icons located either in Zones or Favorites screen 

• Scanning a QR code from a sticker (provided that Administrator placed the stickers by 

the door). 

 

After a door is successfully open, User will receive vibration feedback from their mobile device 

and the door icon will turn green.  

 

 

DOOR SUCCESSFULLY OPEN 
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Freund Elektronik A/S, in cooperation with our sister company Freund Elektronika D.O.O. Sarajevo, is 
developing an IP-Based Intercoms, Audio Systems, Access Control and Smart Home solutions. 
 
As a developer, manufacturer, and reseller, we have been self-improving and perfecting ourselves for 
over 30 years. 
 
In the industry, we negotiate the most advanced and innovative solutions regarding the building 
communication. Our daily focus is on the development and user friendliness of our high quality and 
pleasantly designed products. 
 
As a developer and manufacturer of our own IP-INTEGRA system, we have made a top-of-the-line 
products for Door Telephony, Public Audio, and Access Control solution. 
 
Our development department, together with our partners, has created elegant and robust door 
phones, SIP-Centrals, Terminals, IP-Speakers, ACC Controllers, and applications with intelligent 
features using the most advanced technologies when available, and creating new technologies when 
they are not while keeping it simple for our customers. 
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